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COMPLETE DESIGN & SPECIFICATION SUPPORT SERVICE

NEW SIMPLE SYSTEM TO
RECYCLE WASTE HEAT

FROM COLD ROOMS

PRODUCE FREE HOT WATER



Typical application
The savings that can be achieved by installing the GC-ITH Heat Battery result from displacing other fuel sources i.e. if 150kW of heat
energy is available from a refrigeration system, then 150kW of heat energy does not need to be provided from other fuel sources.

The following typical application example illustrates the potential savings that can be made by utilising the GC Heat Battery.

Medium sized restaurant
As an example if we were to look at a typical medium sized restaurant, the potential cost and carbon savings of utilising the GC
Heat Battery become clear.

The three scenarios shown below use different fuel types as follows:

1. Mains Gas 2. Direct Electric 3. GC-ITH Heat Battery

Scenario 3 utilises refrigeration-generated (recovered) heat, which is stored and distributed by the GC-ITH Heat Battery, which
enables this free heat energy to be efficiently, and reliably used.

1. GAS Currently using gas 

A. Potable hot water production/pre-heat
An application requires 150kWh of pre heat energy* for hot water production
per day but at two distinct times, 45kWh between 09.00 and 11.00 and
105kWh between 18.00 and 21.00.

This hot water production is currently generated by gas boiler/heaters at a
cost of £2,254 per year at a gas tariff of 3.5p/kWh and an 85% efficient
boiler/heater.  

Total site requirement
The total daily site requirement is therefore 150kWh for potable hot water at
a cost of £2,254 per anum..

3. REFRIGERATION HEATUsing the GC-ITH Heat Battery
A. Potable hot water production
As above the same application requires 150kWh of pre heat energy* for hot
water production per day but at two distinct times, 45kWh between 09.00 and
11.00 and 105kWh between 18.00 and 21.00.

As above the hot water production is currently generated either by gas boilers
or electric water heaters as above at a cost of £2,254 per anum for gas and
£6,339 for electric water heating.

However on the same site there is also a refrigeration system producing an
average 8.75kW of thermal energy per hour that is normally rejected to
atmosphere (150kWh per day), and as such any use will be virtually free of
cost and will be virtually zero carbon.

Therefore if an integrated heat recovery system is installed to accumulate and
distribute the required 150kWh of thermal energy per day by utilising the refrigeration
systems waste thermal energy we see the following achievable savings.

COST SAVING CARBON SAVING
PER YEAR PER YEAR

Gas £2,254 Gas 10,128 kg CO2 
(0.185 kg/kWh)

Electricity £6,339 Electricity 29,017 kg CO2 
(0.530 kg/kWh)

2. DIRECT ELECTRIC Currently using electricity

A. Potable hot water production/pre-heat
The same application requires 150kWh of pre heat energy* for hot water
production per day but at two distinct times, 45kWh between 09.00 and 11.00
and 105kWh between 18.00 and 21.00.

This hot water production is currently generated by an electric water heater
at a cost of £6,339 per year at an electricity tariff of 11p/kWh and an 95%
efficient heater.

Total site requirement
The total daily site requirement is therefore 150kWh for potable hot water at
a cost of £6,339 per anum.

3 Potential payback on capital employed
DISPLACING GAS...3.9 YEARS

3 Potential payback on capital employed
DISPLACING ELECTRIC...2.5 YEARS

SUMMARY:
It is important to note that without the integration and storage benefits of the GC-ITH Heat Battery it would not be possible to achieve these significantly attractive results from the use
of recycled refrigeration heat.

This is because the 24-hour production profile of the refrigeration-generated heat will not match the usage profile of the application.

This is why the GC-ITH Heat Battery represents a major step forward in allowing waste energy from refrigeration to be efficiently and cost effectively utilised with the associated cost
and carbon savings that we see in this example.

In doing so we can now treat the refrigeration generated heat as a primary heat source and incorporate this free energy reliably within the building.

*This retrofit illustration requires 150kWh per day of heating capacity to provide 75% of total hot water production i.e. heating mains potable water from 10°C to 47.5°C with a secondary heat source taking the hot water from 47.5°C to 60°C and
assumes that existing hot water storage calorifiers/tanks can be utilised within the heat recycling circuit.
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